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Dynamic, self-assembled aggregates of magnetized, millimeter-sized objects rotating
at the liquid-air interface: Macroscopic, two-dimensional classical artificial atoms

and molecules
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This paper describes self-assembly of millimeter-sized, magnetized disks floating on a liquid-air interface,
and rotating under the influence of a rotating external magnetic field. Spinning of the disks results in hydro-
dynamic repulsion between them, while the rotating magnetic field produces an average confining potentia
acting on all disks. The interplay between hydrodynamic and magnetic interactions leads to the formation of
patterns. Theoretical analysis of hydrodynamic and magnetic forces indicates that the interactions in this
system are similar to those acting in systems of finite numbers of particles behaving classically~‘‘classical
artificial atoms’’!. Macroscopic artificial atoms and molecules are described, and the rules governing their
morphologies outlined.
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INTRODUCTION

The formation of patterns by self-assembly has impli
tions for chemistry@1,2#, physics@3–5#, materials science
@6–19#, and biology @10–12#. Although most research in
self-assembly and self-organization has focused on s
structures, dynamic systems@13–15#—those that develop or
der only when dissipating energy—are particularly intere
ing for their relevance to issues of complexity@16# and emer-
gence @17#. In this work, we describe a dynamic, sel
assembling system composed of a finite number~,40! of
millimeter-sized, magnetized disks floating on a liquid-
interface, and subject to an external magnetic field produ
by a rotating permanent magnet with a dipole length mu
longer~;6 cm! than the radii of the disks. In the presence
the rotating external field, the disks spin around their a
with angular frequency equal to that of the magnet@v
;200– 1200 rpm~revolutions per minute!#. All disks are at-
tracted towards the axis of rotation of the magnet, and
repelled by one another by a hydrodynamic repulsion as
ciated with the motion of a fluid around a spinning disk. T
interplay between attractive and repulsive interactions le
to formation of macroscopic patterns that are similar to th
observed inclassical artificial atoms@18#, i.e., microscopic
systems composed of finite numbers of interacting class
particles confined by an external field and repelling one
other.

Classical artificial atoms~CAA! are interesting both theo
retically and experimentally and have been the object of
search for many decades. More than a hundred years
Mayer @19# studied the organization of permanent magn
floating on the surface of a liquid and subject to a cen
magnetic field. The multiring structures observed in Maye
experiments had many analogies with what was then thou
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to be the structure of an atom. If fact, it was Mayer’s expe
ments that inspired Thompson to construct a classical mo
@18# that would explain the subatomic structure. Althou
this picture of classical atoms was inaccurate and has
been explored further in considering conceptual models
atoms, Thomson-type models are adequate for descri
many systems composed of finite numbers of interacting p
ticles that behave classically. In three dimensions, exam
of such systems are ions in ion traps~Paul trap@20#, Penning
trap @21#!, heavy ions in storage rings@22#, and electrons
trapped in bubbles above liquid helium@23#. In two dimen-
sions, they include two-dimensional~2D! colloidal crystals
@24# and electrons in quantum dots@25#. The organization of
classical particles in two-dimensional systems has been
tensively studied theoretically for different interparticle p
tentials and for various profiles of the confining external fie
@26–28#.

In previous work@29#, we studied a pattern-forming sys
tem of magnetic disks, all of which have the same size. T
patterns we observed qualitatively reproduced those
dicted theoretically for two-dimensional CAA’s@26–28#.
Here, we show that this similarity in ordering reflects simil
forms of interactions in both systems—our experimental s
tem can thus be regarded as a macroscopic 2D classica
tificial atom, in which the spinning disks are the constitue
‘‘particles.’’ We quantify both the hydrodynamic repulsiv
force between the disks and the central magnetic force ac
on all disks. The equations we derive give the scaling pr
erties of the forces acting in the system. We also extend
previous experimental findings and describe systems
millimeter-sized disks ofdifferentsizes that give rise to com
plex planar aggregates. Specifically, we investigate two ty
of aggregates:~i! those in whichonedisk is much larger than
the others and~ii ! those in whichtwo disks are larger than
the rest. In the first type of aggregates, the large disk or
nizes small disks into concentric shells processing aroun
by pictographic analogy, we call the large disk ‘‘a nucleus
the small disks ‘‘electrons,’’ and the aggregate an ‘‘artific
d-
©2001 The American Physical Society03-1
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atom.’’ In aggregates with two large disks, the geometries
the structures are reminiscent of those of diatomic molecu
accordingly, we call these structures ‘‘artificial molecules

This paper is organized in three sections. In Sec. I
describe the fabrication of magnetized disks and the exp
mental setup. In Sec. II, we explain the theory of hydrod
namic and magnetic forces acting on the spinning objects
Sec. III we describe the morphologies of the mixed-size
gregates and the rules governing the arrangement of piec
these aggregates.

I. EXPERIMENT

The circular disks were fabricated by a two-step pro
dure. First, hollow polyethylene tubing~;1 mm ID ~inner
diameter!, ;2 mm OD ~outer diameter!, Intramedic! was
filled with poly ~dimethylsiloxane! ~PDMS, Dow Corning!
doped with magnetite~;5% to ;30% by weight!, and the
polymer was allowed to cure at 60 °C for 2 h. The resulti
composite was cut into slices;400 mm thick using a
custom-made precision cutter. The disks were placed a
ethylene glycol: water~3:1 by volume!/air interface, so that
they were fully immersed in the liquid except for their to
surface. Although the disks were slightly more dense th
the liquid, they were maintained at the interface by capill
ity. A permanent bar magnet~KIKA Labortechnik! of di-
mensionsL;5.6 cm3W;4 cm3T;1 cm was placed at a
distanceH(;2 – 4 cm) below the interface and rotated wi
angular velocityv @Fig. 1~a!#. The magnet was magnetize
along its longest dimension and had magnetizationM
;1000 G/cm3. The images of the aggregates were taken w
a CCD camera interfaced to a VHS recorder and were s
sequently digitized usingSCIONIMAGE software.

II. THEORY

A. Hydrodynamic repulsion

The magnetic moments of the disks floating at the liqu
air interface interact with the magnetic moment of the p
manent magnet placed below the interface. When the ma
is rotated at angular velocityv, the disks spin around thei
axes at the same angular velocity. The fluid motion ass
ated with spinning results in a repulsive hydrodynamic int
action between the disks.

To model this interaction we consider the simplest agg
gate composed of two rigid spheres of radiusa spinning with
angular velocityv under the influence of magnetic torquet,
and fully immersed in a fluid of viscositym, uniform density
r, and kinematic viscosityn5m/r. The model of two spin-
ning spheres is simpler mathematically than that of two sp
ning disks and the differences should not be expected
affect the conclusions materially; the lack of explicitness
accounting for the free upper surface of the spinning obje
should also not limit the conclusions@30#. We define a Rey-
nold’s number associated with a spinning sphere as
5va2/n. For the sizes of objects used in our experime
(a;0.5– 1.2 mm), and for the rotational speedsv
;200– 1200 rpm), we estimate Re to be on the order of o
Although this value of Re is in a difficult range of Reynold
01160
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numbers for which to do detailed analytical calculation
there is rationale for predicting trends using ideas fro
low~not zero!-Reynold’s-number hydrodynamics.

A single isolated sphere spinning with a low Reynold
number creates a velocity fielduW (rW )5a3vW 3rW/r 3, whererW is
the position vector measured from the sphere’s center@Fig.
1~b!#. The corresponding viscous torque istW58pma3vW . Let
the two spheres have positionsxW1 and xW2 , where the sub-
script distinguishes qualities referring to the two spheres.
assume that the separationd5uxW12xW2u@a, in which case
each ~neutrally buoyant! sphere translates with spee
O(a3v/d2), or velocity VW 25a3vW 3(xW22xW1)/d3, due to the
flow from the adjacent sphere (VW 252VW 1) @31#. One sphere
now moves in the flow created by the other sphere. If
work with disturbance variables (ũW ,p̃) defined as

ũW `5 lim
r→`

uW ~rW ! and ũW ~rW !5uW ~rW !2ũW `, p̃~rW !5p~rW !2p`

~1!

~ũW ` is the relative flow in the neighborhood of one sphe
produced by the second sphere!, then the steady velocity
field relative to the particle satisfies the Navier-Stokes eq
tion in the form given by

m¹2ũW 2¹ p̃5r~ ũW `
•¹W ũW 1ũW •¹W ũW `1ũW •¹W ũW !. ~2!

Scaling all velocities byva, and lengths bya, and noting
that ũW `5O@va(a3/d3)#, with the leading term correspond
ing to a linear flow, we obtain the dimensionless form of E
~2!,

¹2ũW 2¹ p̃5Reb«~ ũW `
•¹W ũW 1ũW •¹W ũW `!1ũW •¹W ũW c, ~3!

where Re5va2/n and«5(a/d)3@1.
It is not possible to explain the origin of the hydrod

namic repulsion between the spinning spheres without
cluding inertia@i.e., the terms multiplied by Re in Eq.~3!#.
To simplify the scaling analysis~a detailed calculation re
quires the use of singular perturbation methods!, we consider
only the leading order flow, that is the flow produced by
applied torque,uW 0(rW)5vW 3rW/r 3, and to make analytical ar
guments we assume Re,1. Because of the linear variation o
the disturbance flow, the influence of inertia becomes sign
cant at a dimensionless distance (« Re)21/2, where viscous
terms balance the inertial terms in Eq.~3!. Since u0
5O(r 22), the weak, torque-induced flow in this far field
O(« Re), and this flow is thus responsible for an inertia
generated force acting on a sphere,

Fh5O@m~va!a« Re#5O~rv2a7/d3!. ~4!

The details of such a calculation can, in principle, follow t
methodology outlined by Schonberg and Hinch for the
force on neutrally buoyant particles in channel flows@32#.

We should note that it is possible to think about the flo
created by spinning spheres, by considering the lift force
an object in a shear flow of an inviscid fluid. This proble
was treated by Authon@33#, who obtained the hydrodynami
3-2
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DYNAMIC, SELF-ASSEMBLED AGGREGATES OF . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW E 64 011603
FIG. 1. ~a! Schematic experimental setup. A rectangular mag
rotates at angular velocityv ~;200–1200 rpm! below a dish filled
with liquid @a mixture of ethylene glycol~EG! and water#. The
distance between the upper face of the magnet and the liqui
interface isH;10 mm. Magnetically doped disks~;1 mm in di-
ameter! are placed on the interface and are immersed in the liq
except for their top surface. The disks spin at angular velocityv
around their axes and the entire aggregate slowly (V,2 rpm) pre-
cesses around its center. A magnetic forceFm attracts the disks
towards the center of the dish and a hydrodynamic forceFh pushes
them apart from each other. The picture in~b! defines the quantities
used in calculations of the repulsive hydrodynamic force for t
rotating spheres.~c! The scheme illustrates the origin of the repu
sive hydrodynamic force for the simplest aggregate compose
two spinning disks. Each disk rotates, while simultaneously tra
lating through a velocity gradient produced by the other disk; a
result, each disk experiences a lift force directed away from
neighbor.
01160
lift force on a rigid sphereFW L5cLrVUW 3vW `, whereUW is the
slip velocity of the sphere relative to the fluid andvW `5DW
3uW 0 is the vorticity of the flow evaluated at the location
the particle. In our system, in the frame of reference of
particle, the vorticity far away from the spinning sphere

¹W 3uW 05(a/d)3(3vW •d̂d̂2vW ), where d̂ is the unit vector
along the line joining the centers of the spheres andUW 0

52(a3/d2)(vW 3d̂). Hence,

FL}UW 03vW 5~a6/d5!~vW 3d̂!3~vW 23dvW •d̂d̂! ~5!

is directed away from the particle, and has magnitu
O(a6v2/d5). Balancing this force against the magnetic for
O(a3) yields v}d5/2 and a}d5/3, which is not in good
agreement with the data. This discrepancy is, however,
surprising since Auton in his analysis assumesva!uUW u,
which here requiresd2/a2!1, which is clearly violated in
our system.

B. Magnetic attraction

All disks are attracted towards the axis of rotation of t
magnet by a centrosymmetric magnetic force. Conside
stationary, rectangular permanent magnet in a Carte
frame of reference~Fig. 2!, in which thex axis is along the
longest dimensionL of the magnet, and thez axis coincides
with the axis of rotation of the magnet; the magnet has
magnetization vectorM along thex axis. To calculate the
magnetic induction produced by the magnet, we use a s
dard current-sheet method@34#. The magnet is divided into
slices of thicknessdx; each slice produces a magnetic fie
equivalent to that of a currenti 5Mc dx flowing in a loop
enclosing the slice~shaded region in Fig. 2;c stands for the
velocity of light!. Integration over all slices gives the tota
field BW (x,y,z) at location~x,y,z!,

BW ~x,y,z!5ME
2L/2

L/2 R
loop

d lW3 ŝ

s2 dx, ~6!

wheres is the distance between point~x,y,z! and a point on
the path of integration. The integral over the loop can
evaluated analytically, but the integration along thex direc-
tion has to be carried out numerically. A ferromagnetic po
object located at~x,y,z! experiences a magnetic force that h
vector components proportional to the gradient of magn
induction at this point. We approximated a disk by such
pointlike ferromagnetic object and calculated the gradien
the magnetic induction in the radial directionr ~pointing
from the axis of rotation of the magnet towards the disk! at
the level of the liquid-air interface,]Br(x,y,H)/]r , where
Br is the radial component ofBW . Because, as we verifie
experimentally, the position of a disk does not change s
stantially during one revolution of the magnet (V!v), the
average, radially directed magnetic force acting on a disk
be calculated as the time average of]Br(x,y,H)/]r over one
revolution of the magnet,
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Fm}^]Br~x,y,H !/]r &5E
0

2p

@]Br~x,y,H,u!/]r #du.

~7!

The dependence of the magnetic force on the radial pos
r is shown in the bottom graph in Fig. 2. The magnetic fo
is attractive~directed towards the center of the dish! within
the circle of radiusr;L/2; above this value, the magnet
force is repulsive. For the locations of the interface close
the upper face of the magnet (H,;2 cm), Fm is a strongly
varying function of r, and becomes slowly varying atH
;4 cm. We note that stable aggregates were formed o
when H.;3 cm; when the interface was too close to t
magnet, the disks slowly orbited around the dish and
stable aggregates were observed.

FIG. 2. The upper picture shows the system of coordinates u
in the current-sheet calculations of the magnetic field. A qualita
profile of the radial component of magnetic induction^Br& is also
shown. The middle graph gives the profiles of the magnetic fo
Fm acting on a pointlike, ferromagnetic object floating at a liqu
air interface; the distances between the top face of the magne
the level of the interface are indicated next to the curves. The
tom graph is a qualitative energy profile for ferromagnetic obje
located at the liquid-air interface and subject to a magnetic fi
produced by a rotating permanent magnet.
01160
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C. Balance of forces and comparison with experiment

An aggregate assumes a stable configuration when
forces acting on the spinning disks balance. In our exp
ments, the distance between the upper face of the rota
magnet and the liquid-air interface is;3–4 cm, so that the
magnetic forceFm is only a slowly varying function ofr ~cf.
Fig. 2!. Also, for aggregates small compared to the long
dimension of the magnetL ~e.g., a pair of disks!, it is rea-
sonable to assume that the magnetic field is roughly cons
over the extent of the aggregate. With this assumption,
balance of forces for a pair of spheres~since the hydrody-
namic estimates were performed for spheres, not disks! of
the same radius can be written as in Eq.~8!. The left-hand
side of this equation represents the hydrodynamic repul
force Fh acting on a sphere of radiusa, and the right-hand
side gives the magnetic force acting on a pointlike ferrom
netic object (Fm'const)@35# times the volume of the spher
(V54/3pa3). This analysis then predicts that the separat
d between the disks should depend on other parameters c
acterizing the system as

rv2a7/d35const3a3, ~8!

d5const23r1/3v2/3a4/3. ~9!

The constants in Eqs.~8! and ~9! involve a function ofH.
To verify the scaling predictions, we performed a series

experiments in which we related the center-to-center sep
tion between the disksd to their angular velocityv, disk
radiusa, solvent viscosity, and the strength of the confini
magnetic field. The results of these experiments with rotat
disks are in agreement with theoretical predictions for t
rotating spheres, and are summarized in Fig. 3.

Figure 3~a! shows how the separationd varies with the
rotational speedv for disks of the same size~1.27 mm!. The
separation increases monotonically withv. When plotted on
a double-logarithmic plot~as in the inset to the figure!, the
slopes of the linear fits to the data are between 0.58 and 0
which is compatible with the theoretical predictiond
;v2/3. Further observations, detailed later, of many dis
demonstrate that the separation between the nearest-neig
disks is independent of the number of disks constituting
aggregate, suggesting that the interaction between the d
in large aggregates can be approximated as pairwise. Alsd
is independent of the disk thickness~we confirmed this inde-
pendence for disks of thicknesses 0.3–0.7 mm; disks thic
than 0.7 mm tend to wobble and the aggregates become
stable!.

The dependence ofd on disk sizes is shown in Fig. 3~b!.
For disks of different diameters~given in millimeters in the
legend to the figure! and for a givenv, the separation be
tween two disks increases with the sum of their diamete
For any pair of disks~of equal or different diameters!, the
separation between them increases with increasingv ~up to
v;1000 rpm). Our theoretical analysis predicts that for
pair of disks of equal sizes, and at a givenv, the distance
between the disks should scale asa4/3. Therefore, for two
pairs of disks of equal sizes~a1 in one pair,a2 in the other!,
the ratio of separations between the disks in each p
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FIG. 3. The graphs give the separation between the cente
rotating disks as a function ofv and H. ~a! For aggregates com
posed of different numbers of 1.27-mm disks~numbers of disks in
the aggregates are given in the legend!, the separation betwee
nearest-neighbor disks increases withv and does not depend on th
number of disks composing an aggregate. For a givenv, the sepa-
ration is independent of the disk thickness~for data labeled ‘‘2t ’’
the thickness of the disks was 1 mm, in the other curves it was
mm!. The inset is a double-logarithmic plot~ln v vs lnd!; the slopes
of the lines in this plot are between 0.58 and 0.64, in good ag
ment with the theoretical prediction of2

3. ~b! This figure shows how
the separation between two disks of different sizes~given in the
legend in millimeters! depends on the sizes of the disks. The in
illustrates how the separation between the disks of the same
scales with the disk radius~see text for details!. The graph in~c!
gives the spacing between two 1.27-mm disks for various distan
between the interface and the top face of the magnet,H. Each curve
corresponds to a different value ofv. The error bars for these dat
are smaller than the marker sizes.
01160
d1 /d2 , should scale as (a1 /a2)4/3. To test this prediction,
we analyzed a set of four curves from Fig. 3~b! describing
interactions between disks of equal sizes~i.e., 1.27 mm-1.27
mm, 1.57 mm-1.57 mm, 2.08 mm-2.08 mm, 2.42 mm-2.
mm!. In the inset to the figure, the ratios of disk sizes~
a1 /a2 , six possible combinations! vs the average value o
the ratios of measured separationsd1 /d2 ~open markers! is
shown. We also plotted the values ofd1 /d2 expected from
the theoretical analysis~solid markers!. The experimental
data are in good agreement with the theoretical expectat

The solvent properties do not have a significant effect
hydrodynamic interactions in the system. For example,
~9! predicts that the separation between the spinning obj
should be independent of the viscosity of the liquid. W
found that at a givenv, d is independent of the viscosity o
the liquid over the range of kinematic viscositiesn
;1 – 50 cP~the stability ofaggregates, however, depends on
viscosity; most stable structures were observed forn.
;3 cP!. Since the hydrodynamic repulsion is inertial in cha
acter, the theory also predicts thatd should show a weak
dependence on the density of the fluid. For the relativ
narrow range of densities used in our experimentsr
'1.0– 1.1 g/cm3), the changes ind due to changes in densit
were too small to be quantified.

Figure 3~c! illustrates the effect of varying the magnitud
of the confining magnetic field on the interdisk separatio
As the distance between the upper face of the magnet and
level of the interfaceH increases, the magnitude of the ma
netic field acting on the floating objects decreases, while
hydrodynamic interaction remains unchanged. Conseque
for a given v, the separation between the disks increa
with H.

D. Comparison of the potentials for spinning disks and for
classical artificial atoms

The confining external potentials used in models of cl
sical atoms are usually either parabolic@VC(r )}r 2# or hard
wall @VC(r )50 if r ,RC and VC(r )5` if r .RC# @26,27#.
In our system, forH;3 – 4 cm, the slowly varying magneti
force can be approximated by piecewise linear functions or,
i.e., Fm52c18r if r ,L/4 and Fm5c81(r 2L/2) if r>L/4
~where the slopec18 is small, so that withinsmall aggregates
Fm is roughly constant!. The confining magnetic potential in
our experiments is, therefore, roughly parabolic forr ,L/4
~Fig. 2!: VC,M(r )5c1r 2; c15c18/2. The coefficientc1 is a
function of the position of the interface relative to the ma
net,H, and of the magnetization of the magnet,M.

The pairwise repulsive interactions in CAA’s are usua
modeled as 1/r n ~especially the 1/r Coulombic interaction!
@26,27# or ln(1/r ) @36#. The potential characterizing the hy
drodynamic repulsion in our system scales asr 22 @cf. Eq.
~4!#. This function decays more steeply withr than does
Coulombic repulsion. Given, however, the similarities of o
dering in Wigner-type systems with 1/r n potentials@37,38#,
we expect our aggregates to show morphologies simila
those predicted for classical atoms with 1/r repulsive inter-
actions. In fact, our previous results@29# qualitatively repro-
duced those obtained theoretically by Bedanov and Pee
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@27# for parabolic external confinement and Coulombic int
particle repulsion. The empirical HamiltonianĤ for our sys-
tem is given by

Ĥ5(
i

c1~H,M !r 21(
t, j

c2
i j ~v,ai ,aj ,r!ur i2r j u22,

~10!

in which c1 andc2
i j are constants that depend on parame

indicated in the parentheses, and the summation runs ove
the disks composing an aggregate~‘‘an atom’’!.

III. AGGREGATES OF SPINNING DISKS—
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

A. Classical atoms

Most literature on classical artificial atoms focuses on
organization ofidenticalparticles. We realized the models o
such generic CAA’s in previous work, in which we studie
aggregates composed of disks of the same radii. The s
metrical, multishell structures we observed are descri
elsewhere@29#, and will not be discussed here. We note th
the morphologies of these patterns were in excellent ag
ment with the theoretical results obtained by others@26–28#.
Here, we describe aggregates in which one disk~which, for
the reasons discussed below, we will refer to as
nucleus’’! of diameterd1 is larger than the othern small
disks of diameterd2 ~‘‘the electrons’’!; we denote these ag
gregates using the notation@d1 ,n d2#. From our theoretical
analysis@Eq. ~5!#, we know that the hydrodynamic repulsio
generated by the large disk is larger than the hydrodyna
force generated by any of the small disks. The theory d
not tell us, however, the extent to which the presence of
big disk will affect the morphology of an aggregate, n
whether it will dictate the organization of the small disks.

The smaller disks used in the experiments were 1.27
in diameter and were doped with 15% by weight of mag
tite. We examined systems in which bigger disks had dia
eters from 1.57 to 2.42 mm; the PDMS core of the larg
disk had the same magnetic content as that of the sm
disks. Unless otherwise specified, the experiments were
formed atv5400 rpm and withH53.5 cm. When the size
difference was small~OD of the big disk less than;2 mm!,
the morphologies of the aggregates were highly depen
on initial conditions~i.e., initial position of the big disk with
respect to other disks!; for a given number of small disks w
observed a plethora~;tens! of stable polymorphic patterns

1. [2.08, n 1.27] ‘‘atoms’’

When the diameter of the big disk was increased to 2
mm ~Fig. 4!, the situation changed drastically. The large d
reliably occupied the central position~on the axis of rotation
of the magnet!, and the remaining disks organized around
This behavior was observed irrespective of the initial con
tions: the big disk always ended in the center of the agg
gate. In other words, the big disk constituted a ‘‘nucleus
which organized the small disks around it~Fig. 4!. For the
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number of small disksn,5, the circular shells of ‘‘elec-
trons’’ are incomplete, with the ‘‘electrons’’ orbiting aroun
the ‘‘nucleus’’ in clusters.

We note that the asymmetry of these aggregates ca
regarded as an example of emergent behavior@17#. An in-
triguing observation about these structures is that they ap
ently do notrepresent global energetic minima~the repulsive
forces can be minimized by positioning the small disks at
vertices of a regular polygon around the large disk!.

For n56 and n57, there are stable structures of tw
kinds: one, in which the small disks form closed shells~6a
and 7a in Fig. 4! and a second, in which the shells are i
complete~6b and 7b!. Both types of structures are stabl
with the closed-shell aggregates occurring slightly more f
quently~;60% of the cases in 20 independent experimen!.
Eight and nine small disks~n58 and n59! form closed
shells. Forn510, two types of ordering are observed:
single shell with ten disks, and a double shell structure w
nine disks in the inner shell and one in the outer shell. W
therefore conclude that the first shell can accommodate
more than nine or ten small disks. It is interesting to comp

FIG. 4. Stable configurations for ‘‘atoms’’ composed of on
large~2.08 mm in diameter! and several smaller~1.27 mm in diam-
eter! disks. The numbers of smaller disks are indicated in the p
tures. All aggregates were prepared atv5400 rpm, on the EG-H2O
air interface 35 mm from the top face of the magnet.
3-6
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DYNAMIC, SELF-ASSEMBLED AGGREGATES OF . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW E 64 011603
this observation with a qualitative theoretical prediction.
we construct an aggregate in which the large d
~2.08 mm! occupies the central position, and the sm
disks ~1.27 mm! are on a circle around it, and if w
stipulate the ratio of distances between the di
@d(2.08 mm-1.27 nm)/d(1.27 mm-1.27 mm)# to be equal to
that measured for pairs of disks@'1.5, Fig. 3~b!#, then we
can fit only approximately nine small disks onto a circ
around the large disk.

For n511 ton514, we observed two-shelled aggregat
with eight electrons in the first shell and an incomplete s
ond shell. The number of disks in the first shell islower than
for n59 andn510, and the disks in the outer shell tend
stay together~in a cluster!, rather than be distributed equ
distantly on the perimeter of the shell~reminiscent of struc-
tures 6b and 7b!. Again, this type of behavior cannot b
rationalized based on simple pairwise interactions in the s
tem. We speculate that hydrodynamic effects caused by
precession of the entire aggregate play a role here: one
sibility would be that the morphologies we observe redu
the hydrodynamic drag on a processing aggregate.

For n515 to n519 there are nine electrons in the fir
shell ~except for 17a, where there are only eight!, and the
second shell is not closed. Notice that in most of these
gregates~apart from 15 and 17a! there is one electron
trapped between the first and the second shells~cf. with
structure 10b!. This one electron is a center of a substructu
~a pentagon in 16, a hexagon in 17b, 18, 19!; in our previous
work we observed that pentagons and hexagons are par
larly stable morphologies for disks of equal size. The det
of the ordering seem to be quite intricate: in addition
hydrodynamic effects associated with the precession of
entire aggregate, the existence of stable substructures m
affect the morphology of the aggregates.

At n520 the outer shell closes, and the number of di
in the first shell drops to seven or eight; this drop in popu
tion of the first shell might be thought of as a result of h
drodynamic repulsive forces exerted by the outer shell
squeezes~and shrinks! the inner shell. When additional disk
are added to this structure, their number in the inner s
slowly increases to reach 9 atn524; the occupancy of the
outer shell also increases to reach 15 atn524. The~9,15!
configuration atn524 is the last one in which two shells a
observed in our experimental system. Interestingly, 15 is
maximum occupancy predicted for the outer shell based
the argument of polygonal packing and constant interd
separations~cf. discussion of the occupancy of the fir
shell!. For n525, one electron is positioned in the thir
shell; this shell, however, experiences disruptive bound
effects due to inhomogeneities in the magnetic field near
edges of the magnet; thus, we do not describe aggreg
with n.24.

2. [2.42, n 1.27] ‘‘atoms’’

When the size of the nucleus in increased to 2.42 mm,
general trends in ordering of the aggregates are simila
those described for@2.08, n 1.27] atoms~Fig. 5!. The first
shell closes atn58 and expands untiln511 ~the maximum
number of disks in the first shell estimated by the polyg
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method is 12!. The double-shell structures that form forn
.11, usually have nine electrons in the first shell; the exc
tions are atoms withn517– 19, which have ten electrons i
the inner shell. We note that this increase in the occupa
of the first shell is observed just before the closing of t
second shell (n520). The morphologies of the observe
structures are somewhat simpler than in the@2.08, n 1.27]
system. In particular, we did not see any disks trapped
tween the two shells. We hypothesize that the morpholog
an aggregate is governed predominantly by hydrodyna
repulsions involving the large nucleus; the substructu
~pentagons and hexagons of small disks with one d
trapped between the shells! that influenced the shapes o
some @2.08, n 1.27] atoms are apparently less frequent
@2.42, n 1.27] aggregates. The lower than expected oc
pancy of the first shell~9,10 instead of 12 expected on th
basis of the ‘‘polygon’’ argument! might be the consequenc
of the competition between hydrodynamic repulsion a

FIG. 5. Stable configurations for ‘‘atoms’’ composed of on
large~2.42 mm in diameter! and several smaller~1.27 mm in diam-
eter! disks. The numbers of smaller disks are indicated in the p
tures. All aggregates were prepared atv5400 rpm at the
EG-H2O/air interface 35 mm from the top face of the magnet. T
text discusses differences between the morphologies of these a
gates and those shown in Fig. 3~where the large disk had a diam
eter of 2.08 mm!.
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GRZYBOWSKI, JIANG, STONE, AND WHITESIDES PHYSICAL REVIEW E64 011603
confining magnetic forces. High repulsion from the lar
central disk tends to push the small disks further~than in
@2.08,n 1.27] atoms! out, while the magnetic forces tend t
draw them in; smaller shells give higher interdisk energy,
they allow removing the disks from the region of high ma
netic energy~the periphery!.

3. Dependence of atom morphology on rotational speed

Hydrodynamic repulsion between spinning pieces co
posing an aggregate increases with rotational speed. Th
fore, the distances between the disks and, consequently
sizes of the aggregates increase withv. The effects associ
ated with increasing (400→600→800 rpm)v on the geom-
etries of@2.42,n 1.27] atoms are summarized in Table I. F
n,10, atoms expand preserving the low-speed geometry
the ratio of interparticle distances. Forn511, and for atoms
with an open outer shell (n512– 19), three types of rear
rangements are possible:~i! a disk can be ‘‘promoted’’ to the
outer shell (n511,18,19),~ii ! an extra disk can be include
in the inner shell (n512,13,14,16,17), or~iii ! an atom can
preserve its geometry (n515). For configurations with a
closed outer shell, the morphology does not change whev
is increased.

4. Qualitative rules describing organization in artificial atoms

We conclude the description of atomlike aggregates
summarizing qualitative rules governing their structures.~1!
The largest disk~a nucleus! occupies the central position o
the axis of rotation of the magnet.~2! Smaller disks~elec-
trons! organize into shells around the large disk.~3! The
larger the size difference between the nucleus and electr
the simpler the morphologies of the aggregates.~4! Shells
are populated consecutively, i.e., the second shell fills, o
after the first shell is completed.~5! When the size of an
atom is not too large, the occupancies of the shells can
predicted by simple geometric considerations~polygon
method!. ~6! Closed-shell structures are more stable th
open-shell structures.

B. Classical artificial molecules

The practical importance of chemistry~and to a lesser
degree, physics! lies in its ability to prepare~synthesize!
large molecular aggregates from smaller components, an
provide rules governing chemical transformations. W
sought to realize at least an ersatz version of such a ‘‘s
thetic ability’’ in our macroscopic system by preparing stru
tures that are more complex than our classical ‘‘atoms’’ a
that resemble diatomic molecules. Specifically, we prepa
aggregates of disks in which two disks are larger than
others. We investigated~i! a ‘‘homonuclear molecule’’~2.42
mm large disks and 1.27 mm small disks! and~ii ! a ‘‘hetero-
nuclear molecule’’ in which one large disk is 2.42 mm
diameter and the other is 2.08 mm. We found that the or
nization of disks in these molecular aggregates is quite
dictable and can be described by simple rules.
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1. Homonuclear [2.42, 2.42, n 1.27] molecules

Figure 6 gives the exhaustive list of structures of ‘‘d
atomic molecules’’ with 2.42-mm nuclei and up ton510 of
1.27-mm electrons. Forn,9, the electrons organize int
groups on either side of the axis joining the nuclei. All po
sible combinations are allowed, provided that the numbe
small disks in one group does not exceed seven. One
rationalize these structures by noting that~i! the small disks
tend to occupy regions of closed circulation on both sides
the pair of nuclei~streamlines around a pair of spinning dis
are discussed in@29#!, and ~ii ! small disks are cleared from
the regions near the axis joining the nuclei, where the vel
ity of the flow produced by an adjacent nucleus is high. T
separation between the disks in each cluster is roughly c
stant and the clusters have at least mirror~or occasionally
C2! symmetry.

For n59 and n510, the clusters on two sides of th
symmetry axis join to form an open shell. The structur
observed are unique, i.e., we do not see polymorphs.
molecule withn511 is the last one with an open shell~Fig.
7!, structures withn.11 all have closed shells~one or
more!. Closed-shell structures for 11,n,26 have many
polymorphs~Fig. 7 shows the representative examples! that,
however, are described by surprisingly simple rules:~1! The
inner shell is always closed and hasn1510– 13 disks,n1

TABLE I. Summary of the observed morphologies of the@2.42,
n 1.27] atoms at various rotational speeds. The notationx,y for
two-shelled structures gives the numbers of small disks in the in
and the outer shells, respectively.

n 400 rpm 600 rpm 800 rpm

1 1 1 1
2 2 2 2
3 3 3 3
4 4 4 4
5 5 5 5
6 6 6 6
7 7 7 7
8 8 8 8
9 9 9 9

10 10 10 10
11 11 10,1 10,1
12 9,3 10,2 10,2
13 9,4 9,4 10,3
14 ~9,5!,~10,4! 10,4 ~10,4!,~11,3!
15 9,6 9,6 9,6
16 9,7 10,6 10,6
17 10,7 10,7 9,8
18 10,8 10,8 9,9
19 10,9 10,9 9,10
20 9,11 9,11 9,11
21 9,12 9,12 9,12
22 9,13 9,13 9,13
23 9,14 9,14 9,14
24 9,15 9,15 9,15
3-8
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DYNAMIC, SELF-ASSEMBLED AGGREGATES OF . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW E 64 011603
increases steadily withn; ~2! The n-n1 second-shell disks
organize in clusters similar to those shown in Fig. 6;~3! The
number of disks in each cluster does not exceed seven.
observed polymorphs all have an identical inner shell a
differ only in the distribution of disks between the outer-sh
clusters.

‘‘Molecules’’ with 26,n,32 are unstable. For thesen’s,
the disks in the outer shell are constantly sliding~‘‘avalanch-
ing’’ ! with respect to the inner shell; the clusters of seco
shell disks are too large to be stable~,8! but are also too
small to connect to form a stable, closed second shell.

FIG. 6. Exhaustive list of stable configurations of aggrega
~‘‘homonuclear molecules’’! composed of two large disks~OD 2.42
mm! and n,10 smaller disks~1.27 mm in diameter!. For n,9,
small disks organize into two groups~‘‘clusters’’! on the opposite
sides of the axis joining the centers of the large disks; all poss
combinations are allowed, provided that the number of disks
each group does not exceed seven. Forn59 – 11, the two groups of
disks meet on one end to give a hooflike structure.
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second shell closes only atn532 to give a highly symmetric
aggregate. Stable, symmetric aggregates are also seenn
533 andn534. Forn535, one disk is placed in the third
shell. Because the third-shell disks experience inhomo
neous magnetic fields that reduce the stabilities of the ag
gates, they are not discussed here. We emphasize that
instabilities seem to be a characteristic of the experime
system, not a fundamental instability of large numbers
disks.

2. Heteronuclear [2.42, 2.08, n 1.27] molecules

Figure 8 shows representative structures of ‘‘hete
nuclear molecules.’’ These structures correspond to two
ferent experiments: in the column on the right, we sh
aggregates formed atH535 mm while in the column at the
left, we show aggregates formed atH530 mm ~if the struc-
tures are the same at both values ofH, only one column is
shown!. The aggregates that form when the interface is m

s

le
n

FIG. 7. Representative stable configurations of ‘‘homonucl
molecules’’ ~two 2.42-mm ‘‘nuclei’’ and n.10 1.27-mm ‘‘elec-
trons’’!. The small disks organize into shells around the ‘‘nucle
The first shell~defined in the schematic diagram! can accommodate
n1 ‘‘electrons’’; n1 increases monotonically withn. The second-
shell ‘‘electrons’’ organize according to rules similar to tho
shown in Fig. 5—therefore, for a givenn, there are several ways o
organizing the second-shell disks. The occupancyn1 of the first
shell, however, is unique for a givenn. For n527– 31, no stable
structures were observed as the disks in the second shell were
stantly sliding with respect to the first shell. All aggregates in t
figure were prepared atv5400 rpm at the EG-H2O/air interface 35
mm from the top face of the magnet.
3-9
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GRZYBOWSKI, JIANG, STONE, AND WHITESIDES PHYSICAL REVIEW E64 011603
distant from the magnet (H535 mm) are qualitatively simi-
lar to the homonuclear molecules. Forn,15, only open-
shell structures are observed; forn.15 the inner shell is
closed and outer shells are being populated. All structure
to n534 are stable~unlike in ‘‘homonuclear’’ aggregates!.
The inner shell can adopt 10–12 disks~a full list of configu-
rations is given in Table II!.

When H is decreased to 30 mm, the morphologies a
dynamic properties of aggregates withn,25 change. Open
shell structures are observed and the smaller nucleus s
precessing around the larger one~at H535 mm the nuclei
precessed around their center of mass!. This behavior is
partly explained by the effect of higher magnetic field
smaller H: the nuclei, in addition to spinning around the
axes, start translating under the influence of the rotating fi
~they ‘‘follow’’ the magnet!. Since the hydrodynamic dra
on the smaller nucleus is less than on the larger one, it is

FIG. 8. Representative configurations of ‘‘heteroatomic’’~two
large disks of diameters 2.42 and 2.08 mm! aggregates at two dif-
ferent values ofH ~35 mm, left column and 30 mm, right column!.
If the structure atH535 mm differed from that atH530 mm, both
morphologies are shown. AtH535 mm and forn,15, only the
open-shell structures were observed. Forn>15, all the aggregates
had closed shells with the occupancy of the first shelln1;12. At
H530 mm, open-shell structures were seen forn,25; closed-shell
structures formed aboven525. All experiments were done atv
5400 rpm with disks spinning at an EG-H2O/water interface.
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2.08-mm disk that starts precessing. Interestingly, when
second-shell closes~n;25 and higher!, the aggregates
formed atH530 mm andH535 mm are indistinguishable
we presently do not have a convincing explanation for t
similarity.

3. Possible extensions

The last experiment illustrates amply the complexity
our system: slight adjustments in either hydrodynamic a
magnetic properties of the spinners can result in totally n
types of organization and behavior. We close our discuss
with an example of how new characteristics can be int
duced into our aggregates by changing the magnetic con
of the disks~Fig. 9!. The structure shown on the lower righ
is composed of disks of equal sizes, yet the spacing betw
the shells is different than that between the disks. Moreo
the inner shell rotates with respect to the outer shell. H
much more complex structures can be achieved byvarying
several parameters simultaneouslyis to be established.

CONCLUSIONS

The self-assembly of spinning disks into macroscopic
tificial ‘‘atoms’’and ‘‘molecules’’ is the consequence of th
interplay between attractive~paraboliclike external confining
potential! and repulsive~1/r 3 pairwise repulsion! interac-
tions. Since qualitatively similar interactions govern t
physics of microscopic systems of classically behaving p
ticles, we propose that our experimental system might
used to model, at least approximately, certain microsco
assemblies. For instance, the aggregates of spinning disk
which the hydrodynamic repulsive forces scale as 1/r 3,
might be used to mimic microsystems with charge-dipo
type interactions. The hydrodynamic repulsions can be tu
to obey other scaling laws by changing their shapes~e.g.,

TABLE II. Configurations of heteronuclear@2.42, 2.08,n 1.27#
‘‘molecules’’ observed for two locations of the interface~H
535 mm, andH530 mm!. The notationx,y gives the numbers of
small disks in the inner and in the outer shells, respectively. T
asterisk indicates that the configurations at both values ofH are
identical. We indicate by ‘‘;’’ the cases, where the assignment
disks to inner and outer shells is not obvious.

n H535 mm H530 mm n H535 mm H530 mm

11 10,1 10,1* 23 12,11 11,12
12 10,2 10,2* 24 12,12 12,12
13 10,3 10,3* 25 12,13 12,13*
14 10,4 10,4* 26 12,14 12,14*
15 11,4 11,4 27 12,15 12,15*
16 11,5 11,5 28 ;12,16 ;12,16*
17 12,5 11,6 29 ;12,17 ;12,17*
18 12,6 8,10 30 ;12,18 ;12,18*
19 ;12,7 10,9 31 ;12,19 ;12,19*
20 ;12,8 ;10,10 32 ;12,20 ;12,20*
21 12,9 10,11 33 12,21 12,21*
22 12,10 11,11 34 12,22 12,22*
3-10
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DYNAMIC, SELF-ASSEMBLED AGGREGATES OF . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW E 64 011603
two spinning rectangles repel differently than two spinni
disks!; we are presently quantifying interaction profiles f
spinning objects of different shapes. Different profiles of t
confining magnetic potentials can also be prepared. Bec
of the flexibility of design, simplicity of the experimenta
setup, and the robustness of the results, our system can
useful tool complementing other experimental and compu
tional techniques used to investigate the organization of
croscopic classical particles.

FIG. 9. Pictures in~a! and ~b! show the aggregates formed b
disks of different magnetic loading. In~a!, the difference in loading
~gray disks, 10% magnetite; black disks, 15%! is too small to alter
the morphology of the pattern: no segregation of particles is see
400 rpm or 600 rpm. In~b!, in the picture on the left, the disk
differ in both the magnetite content and in size~gray, 1.27 mm;
black, 1.57 mm! yet they do not segregate. Segregation is obser
when the difference in magnetic loading is increased: in the pic
on the right, the central nucleus~white disks! is formed by 1.27-mm
disks doped with 30% magnetite, while the outer layer~black disks!
has 1.27-mm disks of magnetite content of 15%. The cen
nucleus precesses faster than the outer shell—as a consequenc
nucleus exerts an additional hydrodynamic repulsion on the o
shell and the interlayer spacing is larger than in~a! at the samev.
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We also believe that our work can have implications
three other areas.

~i! In hydrodynamics, the spinning disks~or objects of
other shapes! can help study the interactions between vor
ces @39,40# or vortex patches@41#. The theoretical descrip
tion and controlled experimental realization of vortex-vort
interactions are sometimes prohibitively complicated—
experimental simplicity of our system might offer a reme
to these problems.

~ii ! In self-assembly and materials science, the system
spinning objects can serve as precursors for open lattice
be used in photonic bandgap materials or molecular sie
The potential of our system in this application would, ho
ever, only be realized if the sizes of the objects were m
two or three orders of magnitude smaller than they prese
are; we are currently working on systems of spinners of si
;100 mm.

~iii ! Structures of some of our aggregates indic
collective/emergent behavior; systems having such cha
teristics are of potential relevance to the subject of compl
ity @16,17#. The ease of preparation of many complex stru
tures is a remarkable feature of this system. For instance
aggregates of spinning disks are one of the simplest ra
nally designed systems in which symmetry breaking can
observed.

The analogy we imply by the phrases ‘‘classical artific
atoms,’’ and by the use of terms ‘‘nucleus’’ and ‘‘electrons
to describe components of the systems, is more nomen
tural than physical. Clearly, the mutually repulsive partic
cannot mimic atomic and subatomic assemblies in which
posite charges are present. The size of the spinning ob
might correspond to the magnitude of electric charge,
there is no counterpart of thesign of the charge. Making
systems of spinners of different ‘‘signs,’’ with both attractiv
and repulsive interactions remains a problem we are tryin
solve. These systems do, however, have very primit
analogies to atoms at the level of central potentials a
particle-particle repulsion.
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